
ENOUGH ALREADY… IT’S TIME FOR THESE EXECS TO GO 
NOW!!! 

As federal and state regulators come up to speed regarding the dirty deeds of giant tech firms towards 
consumers and small business which has been obviously going on now for DECADES, and the Justice 
Department proceeds with its lawsuit aiming to break Google up into a million little pieces, the pleas of 
their corporate executives and leaders  for help and forgiveness for their blatant LIES and 
DECEPTIONS and ILLEGAL ACTIONS, are now being masked as “warnings to small businesses and 
consumers and regulators.”   

Requests made by Google for delays in proceedings against it are the norm and status quo whenever 
Google is sued, or when Google has been caught in it’s despicable cheating ways, and such delays 
simply serve to provide Google more time to continue to leverage those cheating ways to harm more 
consumers,  harm more small businesses, solely in pursuit of increased PROFITS.  Such statements by 
these executives are so INCREDIBLY patently and obviously FALSE it’s ridiculous.  

https://competitionpolicyinternational.com/report-big-tech-antitrust-bills-could-hurt-small-business 

The warning issued by Mark Isakowitz claims that US technology leadership will be dramatically 
undermined, but fails to mention that the abuse of these technologies by Google, and Facebook, and 
COMCAST, Microsoft, Amazon, and Fortinet THEMSELVES among other tech giants to HARM over 
a BILLION small businesses and consumers is EXACTLY WHY these measures must be taken.

I use the actions of these giant tech firms against my website as a microcosm of the massive efforts by 
these corporations to decimate small businesses.  It could take decades to regulators and the Courts to 
level the playing field for  the MILLIONS of small business websites these tech giants have attacked 
and the BILLIONS of consumers these tech giants have harmed.

Google executives didn’t HAVE to direct its employees and offshore contractors to cause harm to 
millions of US website for its financial gain, but IT DID!!  Google didn’t have to execute distributed 
denial of service attacks from its own servers against our site (corroborated by Moz) to block users 
from reaching our site, but it DID!  Google didn’t have to execute a continuing SMEAR campaign 
against our site for years, placing pages where it found errors or missing content as top ranking and 
making MILLIONS of impressions for the damaged pages (which of course were damaged by 
COMCAST’s involvement), while excluding MILLIONS of GREAT pages of content from search 
results entirely, but IT DID!  Google didn’t HAVE to exclude over two million pages on content from 
my website, but it DID!  COMCAST executives didn’t have to start using its own paying customer’s 
connections as a backdoor to the customer’s website then to cause damage to that customer’s website, 
but IT DID.  Microsoft didn’t have to turn a blind eye while Azure servers launched massive attacks 
against our site, but it DID!  Facebook didn’t have to strip the variables off of our pages claiming we 
were potentially in violation of its privacy policies,, but it DID knowing FULL WELL that  our pages 
showing nearby courses used the EXACT SAME logic as its own pages to show nearby golf courses to 
user based upon the user request.  Facebook didnt HAVE to block our site visitors from using Facebook 
Login, but IT DID to hundreds of thousands of users with Google’s assistance!  Fortinet didn’t’ have to 
block corporate users from reaching our website for MANY months under their false proclamation that 
our site was not safe, but it DID!

https://competitionpolicyinternational.com/report-big-tech-antitrust-bills-could-hurt-small-business


We have endeavored now for nearly 4.5 years to show regulators the MANY WAYS Google and these 
other corporations mentioned have cheated our small business REPEATEDLY!  

Most recently, we provided PROOF to regulators that Google was blocking and delaying Android users 
using Chrome from viewing our playing map pages for our entire database of courses.  The Firefox 
browser loaded the EXACT same page within a second.   That’s not only sabotage to our website, its 
also sabotage of the Android Chrome user browser sessions.

The Federal Trade Commission forwarded the message along and within 24 hours users can actually 
USE our pages that have been blocked by Google for years.

The result of users being able to reach the pages they requested was instant and obvious as shown in 
traffic from the past 6 hours on the site.  



This screenshot from Cloudflare taken at 1:7pm on Superbowl Sunday, February 12, 2023, shows a 
dramatic increase in page requests correllating to users being able to open the Playing and Moving 
pages on our site that Google previously blocked Android users from seeing THIS AFTERNOON!!!

How MUCH harm to users and to the website itself was caused by Google taking these ILLEGAL 
ACTIONS against one SINGLE website for 16 YEARS??  

Interestingly, yesterday also documents the occurrence of ANOTHER denial of service by COMCAST 
against my home internet service.  NO OTHER nearby homes were impacted that connect to the 
EXACT same in-ground COMCAST service box, but COMCAST reports that MY service was 
inexplicable disconnected.  They now claim the line needs to be replaced, and that their line is “too 
old” and want me to hire “Hello Tech.”  The COMCAST tech refused to install the new line.

They also state that they needed a new letter from the management company of the complex that MY 
specific unit can have new wire run for it, DESPITE the fact that they have run wire at the same 
complex for hundreds of units and are IN FACT already in receipt of a letter from the management 
company authorizing them to run line as needed.

The coincidental viewing of my LinkedIn post by COMCAST executives shouldn’t surprise ANY of us 
at this point.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/frank-debenedetti/recent-activity/shares/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/frank-debenedetti/recent-activity/shares/


Specifically, the post in my LinkedIn account about their corporate conduct (one of MANY over the 
past three years)



As background, years ago, COMCAST previously admitted to fraudulently placing my account into 
collections under their false accusation of missing unreturned equipment.  The TRUTH was they 
transferred it but they repeately refused to listen or speak to me about, and in the end it was found by 
the FCC that COMCAST was billing me for the claimed “missing equipment”  THE WHOLE ENTIRE 
TIME!!

COMCAST was also reported for it’s server IP’s discovered in Packet Scans on my home network 
which caused massive damage to the golftraxx.com website  which COMCAST refused to even 
respond...rather to simply DENY, DENY, DENY!!

We have to STOP listening to the corporate double speak of tech corporations IMMEDIATELY. They 
think since they are regulated by different governeht entities that they can maliciously act in concert 
and thereby escape prosecution.  

We need to ENFORCE American and state protections such that small businesses and consumers are 
PROTECTED from the malicious acts these corporations regularly execute against millions of small 
business sites and against BILLIONS of consumers.  

In the spirit of today’s Superbowl, we need to KICK these corporations and their executives into the 
stratosphere to an altitude where re-entry into the earth’s atmosphere is not EVER possible so that they 
can NEVER harm another consumer or small business EVER!!!  



Imagine the longest punt in recorded Superbowl history kicking EVERY SINGLE one of these LYING, 
CHEATING executives into outer space beyond the reaches of the Earth’s gravity FOREVER.  They 
had the option to conduct themselves with ethics and to follow laws designed to protect consumers and 
individuals.  They simply made a conscious CHOICE not to do so.

The screenshot from Cloudflare taken at 1:7pm on Superbowl Sunday, February 12, 2023, shows a 
dramatic increase in page requests correllating to users being able to open the Playing and Moving 
pages on our site that Google previously blocked Android users from seeing, then followed by a drop in 
requests that is best explained by Google passing incorrect coordinates to the devices THIS 
AFTERNOON!!!

Who ELSE is completely DISGUSTED by the ILLEGAL ANTICS of Google and its tech giant 
partners.

The time is NOW for the incarceration of these tech giant executives who participated in ordering of 
the attacks on ANY website and against ANY individual.   The time is NOW for the incineration of 
their operations used to cause harm to American citizens and small businesses around the world.


